Trimble’s Proliance 5.8 Software Offers Enhanced Single Sign-On Support
Across the Enterprise
Organizations with Multiple Corporate Applications can now Utilize SAML-based Identity Servers to authenticate
Proliance users, for Improved Security and Streamlined User Management

WHAT


Proliance 5.8 is the latest version of Trimble’s software for managing capital planning, building and renovation
processes across large infrastructure programs. The new software version features a range of productivity and
usability advancements—including SAML-based Single Sign-On for enterprise organizations with multiple
corporate applications—enabling the user administration function to be centralized, and allowing Proliance to be
seamlessly integrated with their existing Identity management infrastructure



Proliance 5.8 also offers custom application developers to provide Single Sign-On across custom applications
and Proliance through a new set of services that support OAuth/OpenID protocols. This eliminates the need for
developers to provide their own ad hoc authentication mechanisms and allows users to access all Proliance
related applications with a single account.

ABOUT PROLIANCE


Proliance was developed by Meridian Systems (now part of Trimble Buildings), a leader in Design-BuildOperate (DBO) management solutions for project-based organizations. The software’s Schedule module
enhancement, Global Project Team support and extension of User Defined Field Extensions incorporate best
practices from Meridian’s more than 20 years of industry expertise, resulting in a comprehensive yet intuitive set
of features.



The new capabilities in Proliance 5.8 contribute to an already robust feature set, including: a workflow engine
that provides views of planned and historical workflow processes; flexible, secure information sharing for crossproject contracts and budgets; and the ability to view both summarized information at an organizational level as
well as specific project and program details.

AVAILABILITY


Proliance 5.8 software is available now through a network of global resellers. Details on the new capabilities
and how to procure Proliance 5.8 are available at http://gcinfo.trimble.com/Proliance_58.

ABOUT TRIMBLE BUILDINGS


Trimble Buildings, a part of Trimble's Engineering and Construction segment, is a world leader in solutions that
optimize the complete Design-Build-Operate (DBO) lifecycle of buildings. Incorporating the Trimble Connect
collaboration platform and spanning top brands such as SketchUp, Tekla, Gehry Technologies, Proliance, Vico
Office, WinEst, Accubid, Manhattan Software, and more Trimble’s product and professional service offerings
improve productivity, visibility and data interoperability, from simulation to renovation. Used in over 150
countries around the world and supported by a global dealer and distribution partner network, Trimble
technology is a mainstay of the building industry. Information on Trimble Buildings' DBO portfolio is available
at: http://buildings.trimble.com.



Information on Trimble full breadth of technologies for business and government is available at:
www.trimble.com.
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